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Pump circulation systems or gravity flooded systems? 
 
I started my refrigeration system design career in 1967 and designed more than 500 
industrial plants as well as cold storages till 1992 using mostly ammonia as refrigerant. 
All these systems used gravity flooded ammonia systems. 
 
After 1990’s use of pump circulation systems made inroads in Indian markets and toady 
it has become a standard practice to use ammonia pump circulation systems almost in all 
plants. Many customers not aware of pros and cons install them on basis of consultant’s 
recommendations though they may not be cost effective designs and technically sound 
solutions. 
  
The latest publication by national horticultural board for Cold storages No.NHB-CS-
Type 01-2010 also suggests on page 57 that cooling coil surface area may be 5-10% 
lower if pump circulation force feed system is used. If however most of the 
manufacturers of coolers indicate that there is no separate selection for pump circulation 
coolers and the cooler selection remains same in either case. 
 
There are various views expressed by many in this field and I am making an attempt to 
highlight advantages and disadvantages of both systems so that users and practitioners 
can make a right decision as to which system is better suited for the application. 
 
The industrial refrigeration handbook by W. F. Stoecker page 184 states 
 
“Properly designed flooded evaporators and evaporators operating with liquid 
recirculation operate with equal effectiveness. What is then is the basis for choosing 
between flooded coils and a liquid recirculation system serving multiple coils?” 
 
The book on Design Essentials for Refrigerated Storage Facilities page 120 sums it up 
nicely in few words 
 
“The dominant refrigeration system for intermediate to large storage facilities is the 
liquid overfeed ammonia refrigeration system. This system is suitable for low and 
medium temperature cold storage.” 
 
The important words to be noted are –medium and low temperature as also intermediate 
and large cold storages. This means where lengthy refrigerant distribution pipe work 
and/or specialized process evaporators are required. 
 
So the decision making is very simple. We need to look at our requirements and decide 
whether it fits into one of the above norms, if not installing a pump circulation system 
may not bring necessary benefits and on the other hand would increase the first cost 
which is difficult to recover in low priced consumables like potatoes, vegetables or other 
similar commodities.  
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One would also readily agree that cold room storage of these commodities do not fit into 
bracket of medium or low temperature and choice therefore then narrowed to decide 
whether it is a medium or large capacity cold storage. 
 
Having arrived at the proper decision based on above we shall now look at both 
advantages and disadvantages of pump circulation systems. 
 
 
The advantages of liquid overfeed or pump circulation systems are: 
 

1. The evaporator surface is used efficiently because of good refrigerant distribution 
and completely wetting of internal tube surfaces. 

 
2. At low temperatures, achieving good heat transfer in the evaporator is crucial 

since the plant operates with high compression ratios, where quantities of flash 
gas are appreciable affecting proper wetting of the surface. The fundamentally 
liquid pump circulation or overfeeding causes more wetting of tubes associated 
with high velocity of refrigerant results in higher heat transfer rate.  

 
3. There is uniform liquid distribution in all coolers & all perform equally. In normal 

systems if the number of coolers is more, the evaporator closer to compressor 
receives more liquid whereas the evaporator far away may starve. Also the 
pressures/temperatures are not equal in all evaporators. 

 
4. Refrigerant feed is unaffected by fluctuating ambient conditions and condensing 

temperatures. The flow controls need not be adjusted after initial setting since 
overfeed rates are not very critical. The suggested flow rates indicated in various 
publications vary widely. 

 
5. Since all the major equipments containing refrigerant are housed in plant room, 

the distance between compressors and low pressure ammonia storage vessel is 
less, thus reducing suction line pressure drops and superheat there by elevating 
compressor saturated suction temperature which can lead to power saving. 

 
6. Overfeeding ensures that the vapours coming out of the low pressure evaporator 

are at close to saturated condition without any superheat thus lowering 
compressor inlet gas temperature, which also means corresponding lower 
discharge gas temperatures, which are critical factor for ammonia systems 
working at low temperature applications. Higher discharge temperatures pose 
many problems for compressor lubrication. 

 
7. The compressors are protected from liquid slugs resulting from load fluctuations 

and due to malfunctioning of controls since suction gas first returns to low 
pressure vessel and not directly into compressor. 
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8. Flash gas resulting from refrigerant throttling losses is removed at low pressure 
receiver before entering the compressor. This gas is then directly drawn to 
compressor and eliminated in low side system design. It does not contribute to 
increased pressure drop in evaporators or wet suction return line to low pressure 
receiver. 

 
9. Because of ideal entering suction gas conditions, compressor lasts longer, there is 

less wear and fewer breakdowns compared to conventional system. 
 
 

10. In pump circulation system design, the advantage is one effectively decouples 
refrigeration system with load allowing more efficient operation and lot of 
flexibility for design and operation.  

 
11. The fault finding and trouble shooting is also easier as one can be   sure of 

refrigeration system design is OK so long as enough liquid is available in low 
pressure receiver at the required temperature to meet the demands of all the 
evaporators. It is then easier to concentrate on performance analysis of 
low/evaporator side independently in case proper results are not being achieved. 
This is not so easy where system is directly responding to load. 

 
 

12. Refrigerant containing parts like HP/LP receivers, controls, level indicators, 
alarms, refrigerant pumps and oil drains are located in the plant room under 
supervision of operator and not far away and therefore can be supervised 
effectively. 

 
13. Automatic operation is convenient. With simple controls, evaporators can be hot 

gas defrosted with little disturbance to the system. 
 

14. Oil does not accumulate in evaporators and need not be drained from each 
evaporator. Oil draining is convenient as low pressure receiver is located in plant 
room. 

 
15. In case of sudden stoppage of plant the production does not suffer as some liquid 

at low temperature is available in L.P. receiver acting as a reservoir for some 
duration. 

 
16. Cost of accumulators and level controllers for each evaporator is eliminated as 

these are not required for pump circulation systems 
 
Disadvantages: 
 

1. Higher initial cost due to the additional components in overfeed system design 
over and above the normal gravity flooded systems such as low pressure receiver, 
circulation pumps and associated controls.  
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2. Refrigerant quantity in the system is more thus the size of receiver also increases. 
 

3. Larger diameter of liquid and wet return suction line sizes are needed  due to 
higher circulation rate 

 
4. Piping insulation is much more since liquid supply lines are also cold needing 

additional insulation and suction lines are much bigger. 
 

5. Additional power required for the refrigerant pumps as also its associated 
additional maintenance since it is one more moving part. 

 
6. In gravity flooded system or pump circulation system compressor power can be 

saved by unloading them in response to load and maintenance of room 
temperatures during holding periods but pumps would continue to consume power 
since they have to work round the clock. 

 
7. Expert designer is needed to ensure proper sizing, construction of L.P. vessel, 

selection of controls, pipe sizing and location and elevations of various 
equipments to make a package. 

 
8. One of the major concerns in designing the system is to avoid pump cavitation 

problems cause by low available net positive suction pressure. Many installations 
are seen where the NPSH required by pump is more than NPSH available leading 
to cavitaion. 

 
9. Many installations are seen where incorrect refrigerant feed devices are used like 

hand expansion valves that are two phase flow devices which are standard 
components in gravity flooded designs. Constant flow automatic liquid flow 
regulator is required to be installed so that once the flow is adjusted properly it 
will remain constant despite fluctuations in liquid line or evaporator pressures. 

 
 
10. Requires proper adjusting of low temperature liquid flow rate and its pressure at 

the inlet of coolers. Many installers have experienced poor evaporator 
performance if these are not adjusted properly as most of the surface of 
evaporator is then used to overcome sub cooling instead using the surface for 
evaporation. 

 
11. If hot gas defrost system is not properly engineered, with both liquid and gas 

being present in the suction line hydraulic shocks are experienced in many plants 
using pump circulation systems. 

 
Conclusion:  

The use of liquid overfeeds system is advantageous: 

1. When there are more than 4 to 6 evaporators of larger capacity in medium or large 
cold size cold storages. 
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2. Plant room is located far away from the processing area where evaporators are 
located involving lengthy refrigerant distribution pipe work. 

3. Special evaporators like spiral freezers/IQF or plate freezers are involved. 

4. The requirement is for medium or low temperature commodity storage.  

 

If these conditions do not exist then it would be more appropriate to go in for standard 
gravity flooded system design. 
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